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Those Who Live in Cages 
by Terry-Ann Adams

Kaylynn, Bertha, Janice, Laverne and Raquel are all trying to do 
the most important thing – survive another day in Eldorado Park in 
the south of Johannesburg. Intimate, sensory and engaging, this 

book connects you to this place and community.

978-1-4314-3014-7 | Fiction | Paperback | 212x136mm 
192pp | R195 | World Rights | October 2020

By the Fading Light by Ashraf Kagee

Set in Salt River, in the shadow of the Sharpeville Massacre of 1960, By the Fading Light is a 
masterful evocation of the lives of three young boys, and how they come to confront an awful 

truth. Ashraf Kagee is a former European Union Award winner.

978-1-4314-3021-5 | Fiction | Paperback | 212x136mm 
192pp | R195 | World Rights | February 2021

R E S O K E T S W E  M A N E N Z H E

Scatterlings by Reŝoketŝwe Manenzhe

Exquisitely told, a fable for our time. Reŝoketŝwe’s writing will 
thrill and delight in this novel that spans continents and decades. 

978-1-4314-2985-1 | Fiction | Trade Paperback | 235x155mm 
180pp | R225 | World Rights | October 2020

Sol Plaatje’s Mhudi: History, Criticism, Celebration  
edited by Sabata-mpho Mokae and Brian Willan

In this rich collection published to celebrate the centenary of the 
completion of Sol Plaatje’s manuscript of Mhudi, we bring you 
the views of a collection of writers including Zakes Mda, Antjie 

Krog, Bheki Peterson and Lesego Malepe. Revel in the depth and 
reverberation of Sol Plaatje’s iconic novel. 

978-1-4314-2996-7 | Literary Criticism | Trade Paperback | 235x155mm 
248pp | R280 | Southern African Rights | October 2020

Joburg Noir edited by Niq Mhlongo

In this anthology, the inimitable Niq Mhlongo brings his magic 
to assemble a cast of writers who show us a Joburg that will 

stretch our imaginations and our realities. From Sam Mathe to 
Lidudumalingani, Fred Khumalo to Gloria Bosman, Joburg will  

sing like you’ve never heard it before. 

978-1-4314-3024-6 | Fiction/Essays/Short Stories/Popular Culture | Trade 
Paperback | 235x155mm | 268pp | R280 | World Rights | October 2020

Mhudi by Solomon T. Plaatje

To link with the centenary of the writing of Mhudi we are delighted to republish Sol Plaatje’s 
original version of this celebrated text. It is the first full-length novel in English to have been written 

by a black South African and is widely regarded as one of South Africa’s most celebrated works.

978-1-4314-3067-3 | Fiction | Paperback | 212x136mm
224pp | R195 | World Rights | January 2021

Twenty Years of the Caine Prize for African Writing

Jacana is proud to go back to its roots as the founding publisher 
of the prize. This edition showcases the remarkable range of 

winning entries.

978-1-4314-2964-6 | Fiction | Paperback | 210x148mm 
320pp | R250 | Southern African Rights | January 2020

Reassessing Mandela 
edited by Colin Bundy and William Beinart

Where once he seemed to unite South Africa, the legacy of 
Mandela now seems to polarise South Africans. Eminent scholars 

Xolela Mangcu, Shireen Hassim, Paul Landau, Thula Simpson, Elleke 
Boehmer, Philip Bonner, Timothy Gibbs, Martha Evans, Tom Lodge, 

Colin Bundy and William Beinart contribute to this fascinating 
debate on Mandela’s legacy.

978-1-4314-3024-6 | Politics | Trade Paperback | 235x155mm
328pp | R280 | Southern African Rights | October 2020

Predator Politics: Mabuza, Fred Daniel and  
the Great Land Scam by Rehana Rossouw

This book exposes what led Fred Daniel to sue D.D. Mabuza for 
R1.2 billion in a case due to run in the Joburg High Court, now set 
for the second half of 2021. The explosive evidence gives insight 

into the character of the man who is a heartbeat away from 
becoming president. 

978-1-4314-3002-4 | Current Affairs | Trade Paperback | 235x155mm
240pp | R290 | World Rights | October 2020

Recession, Recovery and Reform: South Africa after Covid-19 
edited by Raymond Parsons

In time-honoured fashion, financial analyst Raymond Parsons brings 
together an expert team to provide analysis and solutions to the 
problem of South Africa’s unstable economy. With essays from 
Antony Altbeker, Ann Bernstein, Tanya Cohen, Bonang Mohale, 

Cas Coovadia, Dennis Dykes, Tinashe Kapuya, Mthunzi Mdwaba, 
Lukanyo Mnyanda, Lumkile Mondi, Motunye Mothiba, Fulu 

Netswera, Temba Nolutshungu, Thuli Madonsela, Raymond Parsons 
and Wandile Sihlobo.

978-1-4314-2988-2 | Politics/Current Affairs/Business | Trade Paperback 
235x155mm | 304pp | R240 | World Rights | July 2020

Two Minutes to Midnight: Will Ramaphosa’s ANC Survive  
by Oscar van Heerden

ANC insider Oscar van Heerden gives us the lowdown and skinny 
on a governing party at war with itself. This analysis will reveal the 

background to the current power struggles. Essential reading. 

978-1-4314-2840-3 | Politics/Current Affairs | Trade Paperback | 235mmx155mm
176pp | R240 | World Rights | April 2020

Understanding South Africa  
by Carien du Plessis and Martin Plaut

Be surprised by how little you know. Two outstanding journalists 
present a timely book which offers a window into the soul of South 

Africa and fills in the gaps.

978-1-4314-2987-5 | Politics/Current Affairs | Paperback | 216x138mm
316pp | R260 | Southern African Rights | February 2020

The Communist Manifesto

This is an extraordinary commentary and historical document. 
Through Trotsky’s and Alexander’s introductions to the Afrikaans 

and isiZulu editions, to Jeremy Cronin’s personal and political 
relationship with the Manifesto itself, this timely modern South 

African edition of The Communist Manifesto will be a key text for 
South Africa today. 

978-1-4314-3057-4 | Politics/Current Affairs | Trade Paperback | 235mmx155mm
224pp | R240 | World Rights | April 2021

Dr Abdullah Abdurahman: South Africa’s First Elected Black 
Politician by Martin Plaut

Dr Abdurahman is a forgotten giant in the fight for justice. The 
grandson of slaves, he was the first person of colour ever to be 
elected to political office in South Africa. Plaut explains his life 

against the background of the times.

978-1-4314-3055-0 | Politics/Biography | Trade Paperback | 235x155mm
240pp | R280 | World Rights | October 2020

The Pan-African Pantheon: Prophets, Poets, and Philosophers  
edited by Adekeye Adebajo

This extensive volume provides a comprehensive sweep and 
understanding of the Pan-African movement across continents and 
covers the work of pioneers, politicians, activists, social scientists, 

philosophers, the literari and the musical activists.

978-1-4314-3022-2 | Contemporary Culture | Trade Paperback | 235x155mm
640pp | R330 | Southern African Rights | November 2020

The Great Pretenders: Race and Class under ANC Rule 
by Ebrahim Harvey

This is a wide-ranging and trenchant critical account of South Africa since 1994. It argues that 
a series of events, including HIV/AIDS denialism, the Marikana shootings, the Nkandla funding 

scandal, mass student protests, the Esidimeni health tragedy, systemic corruption and state 
capture are rooted in policy choices made by the ANC during negotiations and in power.

978-1-4314-3056-7 | Politics | Trade Paperback | 235x155mm
420pp | R330 | World Rights | March 2021

Black Consciousness Reader, Second Edition, written and 
compiled by Baldwin Ndaba, Therese Owen, Masego Panyane, 

Rabbie Serumula and Janet Smith

The authors of this updated edition have relooked at their work and 
brought much new content, including fresh debates on land and 

Black Consciousness, an interview with Ntsiki Biko, and updates on 
#BlackLivesMatter with reflections on George Floyd and the 2020 

movement.

978-1-4314-3066-6 | Politics/Current Affairs/History | Trade Paperback | 
235x155mm | 240pp | R280 | World Rights excl. North America | February 2021

Confessions of a Stratcom Hitman by Paul Erasmus

Key witness in the Timol and Aggett inquests, this is Paul Erasmus’s 
chilling account of the workings of apartheid’s Stratcom. These 

revelations will disturb and shock and leave you asking: Is it enough 
to tell the truth?

978-1-4314-2962-2 | Politics/History | Trade Paperback | 235x155mm
296pp | R290 | World Rights | April 2021

The Misery Merchants: Life and Death in a Private South 
African Prison by Ruth Hopkins

Ruth Hopkins’s exposé on life and death in a private South African 
prison uncovers what really goes on; torture by electrocution, anti-
psychotic medicine forced upon ‘unruly’ prisoners, this is the reality. 
G4S’s profit motives encourage dysfunctional prisons. Read it and 
understand why the government should keep its promise not to 

privatise prisons.

978-1-4314-2936-3 | Current Affairs | Trade Paperback | 235x155mm
296pp | R280 | World Rights | April 2020

The Murder of Ahmed Timol: My Search for the Truth  
by Imtiaz Cajee 

Imtiaz Cajee has worked tirelessly to bring the murderers of his uncle 
to justice. Reversing the findings of the inquest has set a precedent 

for many further cases to be tried. This book follows his 21-year 
journey to find his uncle’s killers. A deeply moving and timely book.

978-1-4314-2963-9 | Politics/History | Trade Paperback | 235x155mm
268pp | R250 | World Rights | April 2020

Undeniable: Memoir of a Covert War by Philippa Garson

South Africa, early 1990s, civil war and the Third Force. Several 
times Philippa escaped with her life, many others did not. And here 
Philippa tells of the casualties, victims of war and colleagues who 

never made it. Her relationship across the colour line, drinking and 
carousing in the off hours in an effort to diminish the pain of what 

she had witnessed are all part of this brilliant account. Philippa 
Garson’s Undeniable is unputdownable.

978-1-4314-2977-6 | Memoir/Politics | Trade Paperback | 235x155mm
336pp | R280 | World Rights | March 2020

The Unlikely Mr Rogue: A Life with Ivan Pillay  
by Evelyn Groenink 

‘Pillay’s rollercoaster journey from the trenches in exile to heading 
SARS to becoming Mr Rogue ... captivating, unmissable and a 

prescribed read.’– Jacques Pauw

978-1-4314-2946-2 | Memoir | Trade Paperback | 235x155mm
424pp | R320 | World Rights | November 2020

Escape from Pretoria by Tim Jenkin

In one of the greatest prison escape stories of all time, Tim Jenkin 
takes the reader on a nail-biting journey during apartheid, from the 

first inklings of an idea, to walking out the front door of Pretoria 
Central Prison.

978-1-4314-2986-8 | Non-Fiction | Trade Paperback | 235x155mm
336pp | R250 | World Rights | October 2020

Saving a Stranger’s Life: The Diary of  
an Emergency Room Doctor by Anne Biccard 

In this fast-paced memoir we are brought into the emergency 
department of a large private South African hospital. Biccard writes 

with a wry wit, and threaded through the story is the creeping 
menace of Covid-19. ‘Honestly, I am awed by my profession. Nurses 
and doctors, physiotherapists and physicians, assistants are stepping 

up to the line and facing the virus.’

978-1-4314-3065-9 | Memoir | Trade Paperback | 235x155mm
232pp | R240 | World Rights | November 2020

Khamr: The Makings of a Waterslams by Jamil F. Khan 

A book unlike any other. In this memoir Jamil F. Khan balances 
intimate personal memory and critical thinking around issues of 
religion, class, race, ethnicity, gender and sexuality. Above all, 

though, this is a coming-of-age story that will appeal to not just 
those of similar backgrounds.

978-1-4314-2979-0 | Memoir/Gender Studies/Contemporary Culture 
Trade Paperback | 235x155mm | 244pp | R240 | World Rights | April 2020

When Millenials Inherit South Africa by Nketeko Mabasa

This is a memoir that will change the way South Africans view each other. Nketeko Mabasa’s 
exquisite prose will shape a generation of readers, making us more than we were before it. 

Edited by Sisonke Msimang, this is one of the most beautiful books we’ve had the privilege of 
publishing and we can’t wait for the conversations that will follow its release.

978-1-4314-2997-4 | Memoir | Trade Paperback | 212x136mm
160pp | R195 | World Rights | February 2021

They Called You Dambudzo by Flora Veit-Wild 

Flora shared a life with Dambudzo Marachera. They loved; they lost, 
but both gained from the relationship. ‘… thank you … on behalf 

of readers of literature from Africa, for forging your connection with 
Dambudzo when you did, and for everything you have done for his 

work and reputation since.’ – Elleke Boehmer
This book is a memoir with a ‘double heartbeat’. At its centre is 
the author’s relationship with the late Zimbabwean writer whose 

award-winning book The House of Hunger marked him as a power-
ful, disruptive, perhaps prophetic voice in African literature.

978-1-4314-3049-9 | Memoir | Trade Paperback | 235x155mm
292pp | R280 | World Rights | February 2021

Do the Macorona
Zapiro Annual 2020

The punch in the solar plexis; the canary in the coal 
mine; the national conscience, Zapiro manages 

to shock us awake and his annual is a cannot-do-
without at the end of every year.

978-1-4314-3059-8 | Humour | Paperback | 240x195mm
124pp | R185 | World Rights | November 2020

Days of our Lockdown Lives
Madam & Eve Annual 2020

When all around seems uncertain and frightening 
it’s always conforting to have a new Madam & 
Eve annual to look forward to. This annual will 

entrance adults and children of all ages.

978-1-4314-3060-4 | Humour | Paperback | 240x195mm
136pp | R185 | World Rights | November 2020

OATWAY  
& SKUY

[BR]OTHER[Br]other by James Oatway and Alon Skuy

Prize-winning documentary photographers James 
Oatway and Alon Skuy have collaborated on a 
photographic collection depicting the horrors 

and humanity beneath xenophobic attacks. Their 
work is gathered here with a foreword by Judge 
Edwin Cameron. After absorbing this book it will 
be difficult for the reader not to stand up against 

xenophobia. 

978-1-4314-2995-0 | Photography | Hardcover
 160x235mm | 152pp | R450 | World Rights | January 2021

Big Pharma, Dirty Lies, Busy Bees and Eco Activists: 
20 Environmental Stories from South Africa by David Bristow 

Bristow enthralls with stories that link those who fight for our 
environment with those who profit from despoiling the natural 

world.

978-1-4314-0900-6 | Natural History/Current Affairs | Trade Paperback 
235x155mm | 220pp | R260 | World Rights | October 2020

Know Them by Their Fruit: A guide to identifying South 
African trees by A.T. Ankiewicz

Ever wondered what that small orange fruit was? This book is the 
go-to reference for identifying trees and plants by their fruit. The 

exquisite illustrations not only provide a useful scientific identification 
but are beautiful to behold.

978-1-4314-3069-7 | Natural History |  | 250x170mm
452pp | R395 | World Rights | February 2021

Birds of Southern Africa and their Tracks & Signs 
by Lee Gutteridge 

This book is a totally fresh approach to observing birds in southern 
Africa. The book explores the unique details of the tracks of many 

species of birds and will open the eyes of novices and seasoned bird 
watchers alike to the mysteries and delights of exploring the world  

of birds. 

978-1-4314-2903-5 | Natural History | Trade Paperback | 235x155mm
400pp | R320 | World Rights | February 2020

The Forgotten Scientist: The Story of Saul Sithole 
by Lorato Trok

Perhaps if the work of Saul Sithole had been recognised earlier, 
birding in South Africa wouldn’t be seen as being a white preserve. 
Sithole’s immense contribution is recognised here for the first time.

978-1-4314-2989-9 (English) | 978-1-4314-3009-3 (Afrikaans) 
978-1-4314-3010-9 (IsiXhosa) | 978-1-4314-3011-6 (IsiZulu) 

978-1-4314-3012-3 (Sesotho) | 978-1-4314-3013-0 (Sepedi) | Children’s 
Paperback | 210x146mm | 72pp | R150 | World Rights | November 2020

Astro Girl by Ken Wilson-Max

Written by celebrated author Ken Wilson-Max, Astro Girl is the 
very best kind of story, that of a little girl who dares to dream 

the biggest dream of all and reach for the stars.

978-1-4314-2981-3 (English) | 978-1-4314-2982-0 (Afrikaans)
978-1-4314-2983-7 (IsiXhosa) | 978-1-4314-2984-4 (IsiZulu) 

Children’s | Paperback | 275x240mm | 32pp | R120 
Southern African Rights | October 2020

Kantiga Finds the Perfect Name by Mabel Mnensa

In this exquisitely illustrated tale, we read of a little 
girl with a heart as big as her name. Filled with colour 
and folklore, we follow Kantiga as she tries to find the 

perfect name.

978-1-4314-2868-7 (English) | 978-1-4314-2875-5 (Afrikaans) 
978-1-4314-2876-2 (IsiXhosa) | 978-1-4314-2877-9 (IsiZulu) 

Children’s Paperback | 275x240mm | 32pp | R130 
World Rights | November 2020

Faizel and the Stars by Rafiek Mammon

All Faizel ever wanted was to ‘shine’ like the stars he so 
dearly adores and sparkle like his mother’s shoes. But his dad 

always has something to say about Faizel being ‘like that’. 
What exactly does his dad mean when he uses the words, 
‘like that’? A gentle story about a little Afri-Kaaps-speaking 
boy who dares to be himself even if it means being labelled 

‘different’.

978-1-4314-3005-5 (English) | 978-1-4314-3006-2 (Afrikaans) 
978-1-4314-3007-9 (IsiXhosa) | 978-1-4314-3008-6 (IsiZulu) | Children’s 
Paperback | 275x240mm | 32pp | R120 | World Rights | November 2020

Time to Go by Maryanne and Shayle Bester

In this lyrical story from the award-winning Bester sisters, a 
mother Wildebeest calls her child to finish playing because it 
is time to go. But the child is not ready. As the push and pull 
continues, we learn that they are in fact leaving their home 

behind to move to a new place.

978-1-4314-2991-2 (English) | 978-1-4314-2992-9 (Afrikaans) 
978-1-4314-2993-6 (IsiXhosa) | 978-1-4314-2994-3 (IsiZulu) | Children’s 

Paperback | 275x240mm | 32pp | R120 | World Rights | March 2021

I Have Brown Skin and Curly Hair by Karen Theunissen

This rhyming picture book is about the identity crises many 
children face when they look different from their family 

members. The book takes children through the unique and 
often untold history of South Africa, explaining how a mixed-
race heritage can contribute to their physical differences and 

yet they can still be part of one family.

978-1-4314-2846-5 (English) | 978-1-4314-2895-3 (Afrikaans) 
978-1-4314-2896-0 (IsiXhosa) | 978-1-4314-2897-7 (IsiZulu) | Children’s

Paperback | 275x240mm | 32pp | R130 | World Rights | May 2020 

The Trial of Cecil John Rhodes by Adekeye Adebajo

Set over five days in an African Hereafter called ‘After Africa’, this 
story revolves around the British South African imperialist, Cecil 

Rhodes, awakening in an After African Limbo after being asleep for 
120 years. Guided by Ghanaian writer Efua Sutherland, he is taken 
on a tour of After Africa’s five heavens, experiencing Africa’s great 

civilisations, its Nobel laureates, its writers, its musicians and its 
sporting legends. 

978-1-4314-3079-6 | Fiction | Paperback | 205x130mm
224pp | R150 | World Rights | January 2021

Safari Nation: A Social History of the Kruger
National Park by Jacob Dlamini

Safari Nation opens new lines of inquiry into the study of national
parks in Africa and the rest of the world. The Kruger National Park is
South Africa’s most iconic nature reserve, renowned for its rich flora
and fauna. According to Dlamini, there is another side to the park,

a social history in which black people occupy centre stage. Safari Na-
tion details the ways in which black people devoted energies to con-
servation and to the park over the course of the twentieth century. 

978-1-4314-3023-9 | History | Trade Paperback | 235x155mm | 320pp | R280 
Southern African Rights | October 2020

Gamebirds 
of africa

Guineafowls,  
Francolins, 

Spurfowls, Quails, 
Sandgrouse & Snipes

 rob

 LittLe

Gamebirds of Africa: Guineafowls, Francolins, Spurfowls, 
Quails, Sandgrouse & Snipes 

by Rob Little

This is the definitive monograph on the gamebirds of Africa. This
detailed full-colour handbook includes everything needed to identify

and get to know the 89 species that fall into six groups. Pertinent 
and interesting facts about the distribution, habits, breeding, and 
conservation status of each species are presented in an accessible 

fashion.

978-1-4314-3078-9 | Natural History | Paperback | 240x168mm
350pp | R370 | World Rights | March 2021


